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Making the whole thing work

- TEI modules, classes, elements
- TEI customization
- TEI documentation
- TEI Tools

Editorial support

Council

Source forge

TEI list

Community
Ground work

• Cf. SourceForge: GO!!
• One single F2F meeting @ Dublin
• Making the TEI infrastructure more coherent
  – Coherent behaviors for coherent semantics
    • E.g. datatable, spanning
    • “Bibl gang”: bibl, biblStruct
      – idno, biblScope, recommended practices for author description, etc.
  – Integrating mechanisms for a better coverage of document types
    • E.g. Manuscript transcription work
  – Making the management of customization more coherent
    • E.g. TEI Tite
Ground work – cont.

• Invisible changes
  – New mechanisms in ODD

• From Roma to Roma
  – New Roma based on XSLT2 stylesheets
  – Coherence with OxGarage
The 'application/tei+xml' mediatype

- IETF/IANA registration:
  - “defining an 'application/tei+xml' media type for markup languages defined in accordance with the Text Encoding and Interchange guidelines”
    - <TEI>, <teiCorpus>
    - .tei, .teiCorpus, .odd
  - Action coordinated by S. Lundberg
  - Individual submission under review by Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
  - Next step: Publication. Can occur during November
- Full text:
TEI and ISO

• The need for convergence
  – Joint projects
    • FSR-FSD
  – ISO –TEI project (ISO back-office schema)
    • Wider use of ODD in ISO/TC 37/SC 3 (TMF) and SC 4 (MLIF, MAF, TimeML, FSR, FSD)
  – TEI mechanisms in ISO
    • Technical convergence: e.g. @target
    • Cf. work on MAF
  – Going further
    • MAF (Morphosyntactic annotation framework) as a joint TEI-ISO module?
Going further…

• Next meeting in the US – “American Midwest”
• TEI new host configuration
  – Impact on editorial support
  – Tool maintenance strategy
• Closer work between ISO and TEI
  – Linguistic SIG?
• Carrying on the evolution of ODD